TD-SCDMA is the third-generation mobile communication standard of our country that adopts time slot duplex and code division multiple access (CDMA). Time slots planning, i.e. the division of uplink and downlink time slots, is critical in TD-SCDMA. Most existing algorithms and strategies are greedy algorithm, which can't ensure the optimality or approximate optimality of the result. In this paper, some optimization models on the planning of the time slots for single channel problem and multiple channel problem are proposed. The simulation result show that our method can get a good result.
Introduction
As the developing of wireless communication networks, the users of the mobile communication system increase rapidly. The requirements of QOS and mobile services are more diversity. One of the critical problems for wireless communication networks is to allocate the limited resources in an efficient and reasonable manner, in order to improve system capacity and network performance. TD-SCDMA system is an advanced communication system which has independent intellectual property right of China. It has obvious characteristics and advantages in all aspects but also faces above challenges. One crucial problem is the division of time slots of uplink and downlink.
TD-SCDMA is time slot duplex, supports asymmetrical service and can divide time slot flexibly to bear the services of uplink and downlink channel. Switching points between the time slot of uplink and downlink channel can be planned according to the loads. Normally, for the communications dominated by voice service or with low data traffic load, a 3 : 3 time slots ratio is adopted; for communities with high asymmetrical data traffic load, a 2 : 4 or 1 : 5 time slot ratio is adopted.
If the division of time slots of uplink and downlink between two adjacent cells are different, then there will be cross time slot in which a cell services uplink load and the other cell services downlink load. There will be great interference between two adjacent cells in cross time slots [18] [19].The interference can be avoided and reduced through dynamic channel allocation (DCA) of TD-SCDMA. It's regulated that in TD-SCDMA there is only one switching point of uplink and downlink time slots so that the cross time slots get minimal. Adjacent cells would have at least one cross time slot if the modes of the division of uplink and downlink time slots are different. One crucial objective in the division of time slot in DCA is to reduce or eliminate the interference in cross time slot.
Related Work
There're two sorts of methods to reduce or eliminate interference in cross time slots: the first is to make the users close to the base station use cross time slot and the users at the boundary of the cells use non-cross time slot as much as possible. The other is to avoid cross time slot through sacrifice some certain time slots in a cell.
In [17] and [20] , several strategies being the first sort of method are proposed to dispatch the time slot between uplink and downlink.
(1) Allocation Priority Strategy Avoid using cross time slot. There are six time slots (TS1 TS6)in the frame structure in TD-SCDMA system. The uplink time slots are allocated from TS1 to TS6 and the downlink time slots are allocated from TS6 to TS1.
When the load is low, the interference of cross time slot can be completely avoided, because there isn't load in the cross time slots even if the cross time slots exist. However, when the system load is high, the effect of this strategy is not good enough.
(2) Strategy based on timing advance Allocate the time slots according to the following rule:
Where, U L and DL are the ending position of uplink time slots and the starting position of downlink time slots. T A is time advance, c is the speed of light, R is cell radius,
T A·c
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(3) Strategy based on path loss The basic principle for the allocation of time slots is similar with that in (2):
Where, U L, DL and SP have the same explanation with those in (2) . P L max is the path loss value at the boundary of the cell (distance between UE and BS is R) without shadow fading; P L min is the path loss value at the reference point (20m) closer to the base station; P L is the path loss value calculated at a random point in the cell. If there isn't shadow fading, there will be P L max > P L > P L min . Else there may be P L > P L max . In this situation, the most marginal time slots are allocated to UE, i.e. the uplink time slot is TS1 and the downlink time slot is TS6; If there isn't shadow fading, the relationship P L < P L min may be existed. In this situation, the time slots next to the switching point are allocated to UE, i.e. the uplink time slot is SP and the downlink time slot is SP + 1.
The characteristic of this sort of method is to allocate time slots resource of different range to users with different distance to the base station in a cell. Thought the total time slots resource is not wasted, the time slot resource available for each user is reduced, thus the actual resource utilization rate is low.
The basic idea of the method for dividing the time slot between uplink and downlink proposed in [16] is as follows: step 1. Evaluate the traffic in uplink and downlink of the system to determine the switching point for the time slot between uplink and downlink. step 2. If there are huge differences among the traffic of every cell, set the switching point to the cell with the most traffic according to the uplink load and the downlink load. The cells adjacent to this cell adopt the same switching point strategy.
step 3. For the cells being not processed, set the switching points according to the strategy in step 2. If there are cross time slots between any two adjacent cells, adopt the anti-interference DCA algorithm based on the path loss value which is proposed in[17] mentioned above to reduce influence to system performance from the interference.
The primary objective of the second sort of method is to satisfy the traffic in every cell as much as possible and improve overall resource utilization rate and system capacity without generating cross time slot.
The method above is greedy algorithm, which can't ensure that the solution is optimal enough. In this paper, an optimization model of the division of the time slots between uplink and downlink is given.
The Optimization Models for the Division of the Time Slot between Uplink and Downlink
The first sort of methods to avoid cross time slot mentioned above is to allocate different time slot resource to users according to their position in the cell and distance to the base station. This kind of methods, although not sacrificing cross time slot, reduces the available time slot for every user, thus resulting in low utilization rate for actual resource.
For the second sort of methods mentioned above, the basic idea of them is to sacrifice cross time slot. Most existing algorithms and strategies are greedy algorithm, which can't ensure the optimality or approximate optimality of the result.
The model in this paper is the second sort of methods to get optimal allocation scheme while avoiding cross time slot.
Single Channel Model
Suppose there is only one channel (frequency carrier) in each cell. The basic idea to establish single channel model is to minimize the unsatisfied traffic without generating cross time slots. The model is as follows:
Where U i and D i are the traffic in one frame of uplink and downlink respectively(the traffic here is measured by the total amount of time slots needed, namely the amount of time slots to satisfy the traffic demand); x i and y i is the amount of uplink and downlink time slots in cell i respectively.
The constraint "x i + y j ≤ 6, if cell i is adjacent to cell j" means that there isn't cross time slots between adjacent cells. Fig. 1 shows the detailed analysis, in which u represents the uplink time slot and d represents the downlink time slot.
Suppose cell i is adjacent to cell j. Since the uplink is allocated from the first time slot and downlink is allocated from the last time slot, the ending time slot of the uplink should not exceed or equal to the starting time slot of the downlink between two adjacent cells, otherwise there will be cross time slot. The ending time slot of the uplink of cell i and starting time slot of the downlink of cell j are x i and 7 − y j respectively. So there is x i < 7 − y j , that is equal to x i + y j ≤ 6.
In order to resolve this problem, slack variables U
and D + i are introduced to turn the above model into an integral linear programming as follows:
Simulation of single channel model Consider there're 22 cells, and the cells' structure and adjacent relationship is shown in Fig. 2 . The two numbers in each cell represent the traffic of the uplink and downlink respectively. We do the simulation several times in 22 cells the structure of which is identical with the structure shown in Fig. 2 . In each time, the uplink traffic is a random number in the range [1, 3] and the downlink traffic is the uplink traffic adding a random number in the range [0,2]. We do 10 times simulation and the result of the total unsatisfied traffic of all cells in each time is shown in Fig. 4 , in which the solid line represents the result of our model, the line with style "-" represents the result of the time slots allocation scheme that all cells adopt 2:4 mode to allocate uplink and downlink time slots and the line with style "-." represents the result of the time slots allocation scheme that all cells adopt 3:3 mode to allocate uplink and downlink time slots. From the result we can see that the in each time the result of model get less unsatisfied traffic than result that all the cells adopt identical allocation mode of uplink and downlink time slots. 
Multi-Channel Model
In practice, the traffic in each cell is very large generally, so every cell have to be allocated more than one carriers (e.g. 2-3 carriers) to satisfy all the traffic loads. So we give multi-channel model below.
The basic idea of the multi-channel model is similar with the idea in non-linear model. The Objective is minimization the total amount of the using channel while guarantee the unsatisfied traffic gets the least. The model is as follows:
if cell i is adjacent to cell j
Where U i and D i are the traffic in one frame of uplink and downlink respectively. x ik and y ik represent the amount of uplink and downlink time slots allocated at channel k in cell i respectively. represents whether channel k is used in cell i. If x ik + y ik = 0, then x ik +y ik 6 = 0 and the channel k is not used in cell i; otherwise if x ik + y ik > 0, then
x ik +y ik 6 represents the total amount of carriers usage.
Constraint "x ik +y ih ≤ 6" represents that there have not been cross time slots in different channels. Constraint "x ik + y jh ≤ 6, if cell i is adjacent to cell j" represents that there have not been cross time slots in adjacent cells in each same or different channels. 
Simulation of the multi-channel model Consider there're 22 cells and each cell can accommodate three channels at most. The cells' structure and adjacent relationship is shown in Fig. 5 . The two numbers in each cell represent the traffic of the uplink and downlink respectively. In all the experiments bellow, we set C = 10000.
Establish the multi-channel linear model and solve the model by Lingo, the result is shown in Fig. 6 . The result in each cell is the number of uplink time slots and the number of downlink time slots in every channel. If the time slots allocation result in a channel of one cell is "0:0", then the channel in that cell isn't used. We do the simulation several times in 22 cells the structure of which is identical with the structure shown in Fig. 5 . In each time, the uplink traffic is a random number in the range [1, 6] and the downlink traffic is the uplink traffic adding a random number in the range [0, 3] . This traffic value of each cell can guarantee that there exists at least on allocation scheme that all the traffic can be satisfied. We do 10 times simulation and the result of the total using channels of all cells in each time is shown in Fig. 7 , in which the solid line represents the result of our model, the line with style "-" represents the result of the time slots allocation scheme that all cells adopt 2:4 mode to allocate uplink and downlink time slots and the line with style "-." represents the result of the time slots allocation scheme that all cells adopt 3:3 mode to allocate uplink and downlink time slots. From the result we can see that the in each time the result of model get less number of using channels than result that all the cells adopt identical allocation mode of uplink and downlink time slots. For the schemes that all the cells adopt identical allocation mode of uplink and downlink time slots, we allocate the least number of channel to each cell that can satisfy all the traffic of this cell. 
Conclusion
TD-SCDMA is the third-generation mobile communication standard of our country that adopts time slot duplex and code division multiple access (CDMA). Time slots planning, i.e. the division of uplink and downlink time slots, is critical in TD-SCDMA. To reduce interference in cross time slots is an important object in the division of time slots between uplink and downlink.
In this paper, some optimization models on the planning of the time slots are proposed which can achieve better result than most existing methods. Since they're integral linear programming models, being NP-hard problem and the compute time is long in case of large scale (too many cells). Therefore, future research should focus on improving the model or finding some approximate algorithms for the models.
